Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards under the 1958 New York Convention in China

The past sixty years has demonstrated the monumental success of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (“the Convention”). Since China acceded to the Convention in 1986, it has been implemented directly and preferentially across different levels of Chinese courts, thanks to various legislative and judicial initiatives, including the Supreme People’s Court’s introduction of a Negative Reporting System. Today, Chinese courts generally show a pro-enforcement bias and practice self-restraint in using Art V of the Convention to deny recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in China. However, with the fast development of arbitration practice in China, Chinese courts have encountered new challenges in applying the Convention. Two issues are of particular interest: (1) whether awards made by foreign arbitration institutions seated in China can be recognized and enforced under the Convention as non-domestic awards (Duferco case and Longlide case); and (2) whether awards made outside China without foreign elements can be recognized and enforced under the Convention (Siemens case). This talk considers these issues in light of the inherent incongruence between the Chinese arbitration system and the framework under the Convention. It explores possible solutions to this tension and concludes that both issues should be answered in the positive.
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